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GINO’S EAST &
THE COMEDY
BAR COME TO
DUBUQUE
BY BRYCE PARKS
We normally would not jump the gun on a new restaurant coming to town, but since weather was not
nice to our dining review plans and because buzz
was simply so overwhelmingly good following the
announcement of this new joint, we figured, what
the heck. Let’s get you all excited and then wait for
it… but you only have to wait a couple of months.
The exciting new place we’re talking about is Gino’s
East, the legendary Chicago-based deep dish pizzeria and their entertainment partner, The Comedy
Bar, which will both be moving in simultaneously to
the Novelty Iron Works Building at 10th and Washington Sts. in Dubuque’s historic Millwork District.
They will take the place of the Foundry Restaurant
as well as expand into the lower level of the venerable structure. Note that holders of Millwork Marketplace gift cards can use them at the Novelty Mart, Iron
Bar and the new Gino’s East—Dubuque location.
As for the Foundry, with the rapid growth of Millwork Ballroom business and the expanded space
for events and meetings opening later this year, the
Foundry is expanding its kitchen facilities and will
focus on the event and catering business exclusively.
Along with Gino’s East comes their partner, The
Comedy Bar. The Comedy Bar started out as a show
in a downtown bar back in 2011. It quickly gained
popularity and began to expand its programming
schedule to meet the demand. In 2015, the club joined
forces with Gino’s East in River North. At the current
flagship, they offer seven days of stand up a week,
a full menu of authentic Chicago food, and in-house
brewed craft beer from Gino’s Brewing Company.
The showroom and bar are currently under construction with their box office and entrance adjacent to the
restaurant space. The operation leaders plan to bring
high-caliber talent and programming to their Dubuque
location leveraging their regional talent booking power.
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“We’re excited for
this announcement and
to bring Gino’s East and
The Comedy Bar to the
Millwork District,” stated
Kim McDermott, CEO of
Novelty Iron Works and
Millwork Marketplace.
“Guests will experience
not only the deep dish
Gino’s East is known for,
but if you’re familiar with
Gino’s East, you know
they’re world-famous for their tradition of letting all of
their customers leave their mark on the restaurant. This
will also be the case at our location. In conjunction with
Gino’s East, we’re also very excited about The Comedy
Bar, which will feature live stand-up comedy shows.
Gino’s East—Dubuque will be your one stop shop for the
ultimate Chicago experience outside of the Windy City.”
“As a company, we believe that sticking to the
basics and doing them really, really well is the best
path to success,” says Kyle Lane, owner of The Comedy
Bar. “It is exemplified in our name, our programming
and even the venue itself. We offer great comedy for
a decent price in a beautiful room that serves quality food and drinks with exceptional guest service.
People don’t visit our venue just for the comedians
on our stage—they come to us for an experience. The
Comedy Bar’s motto is ‘Comedy Done Differently,’
and we stick to this principle in everything we do.”
Gino’s East, operated by Bravo Restaurants, Inc.,
also has locations in Wisconsin, Texas, Georgia, Tennessee, Michigan and Mexico City in addition to Chicago.
Just before publishing this issue, on a snowy night in
downtown Dubuque, 365ink had a chance to sit down
with Kyle Lane and Sahar Chavoshi from The Comedy
Bar to get a few more cheesy details on
the both the pizza and that the laughs.
“I discovered Dubuque when visiting
for the Julien International Film Festival
last year and was shocked at how amazing this community was,” explained Lane.
“You guys have big city amenities in
a small city,” Chavoshi quickly added.
“We get a lot of asking, ‘Why Dubuque?’
But when we tell the story, they understand. I’m excited to expose our network
of comedy talent to this town. So much
awesome stuff is going on here.”
“Partnering with Gino’s East, we’re
serving deep dish pizza, beer and
comedy all in one ticket price,” says
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Lane. “For us, it’s all about the comedy experience,
and we’ve mastered it. We’re bringing in national
headliners from all across the United States. A lot of
them have comedy specials on TV or have just been
on late night shows. Those are the guys we’re booking here consistently weekend after weekend. You’re
close enough to a major comedy mecca like Chicago
that bleeding it over here is no problem at all.”
Gino’s East in Chicago in the flagship location for
The Comedy Bar, and they’re now expanding into
the Atlanta, Nashville and Mexico City markets along
with Gino’s East. Oh yeah, and Dubuque. Go figure.
“What Gino’s East and The Comedy Bar are doing is
rather new,” says Kyle. “We’ve been partnered in Chicago
for about four years. Everybody loves pizza and comedy.”
The Comedy Bar will be located in the lower level
of the Novelty Irons Works building, directly below
Gino’s East. You will be able to order pizza while
in The Comedy Bar and enjoy a fresh pie with your
comedy or enjoy dinner upstairs before or after the
show. We got a small tour of that space, currently
under construction. It will be a very intimate room,
seating about 100 people facing the stage. Just outside the performance space is a large bar and social
space at the base of the stairs from Gino’s East.
“Average ticket prices will be between $10 and
$20. Every comedian is hand picked by us. We don’t
outsource booking,” states Sahar Chavoshi, who is
responsible for much of the booking and routing
for the growing roster of locations they manage.
“We know each of these performers,” adds Kyle.
“As a stand up myself, these are people I know or
people referred by comedians I trust. This is our
network that we’ve cultivated over 15 years.”
They plan to start live comedy Thursday through
Saturday and would love to see a comedy brunch
develop on Sundays as well as a unique open mic.
“We’re know for cultivating our comedy community in Chicago and we think there is talent to
develop right here in Dubuque,” he added.
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I’M IN IT FOR THE CHEESE PULL!

GINO’S EAST GRAFFITI WALLS

Just because comedy is his specially, you can’t work hand-in-hand
with Gino’s East for four years and not
become something of a pizza expert
as well, so naturally we grilled them for
the lowdown on the food side too.
“All bias aside,” Kyle joked, “they
have the best crust. That cornmeal crust,
man. They’re the best deep dish pizza
in Chicago. It’s the crispy outer crust
and the soft dough on the inside.”
“It’s kind of like of like a biscuit,”
adds Sahar. “It flakes like a biscuit.
The thing about the Chicago competition is, they’re just not very deep.
Gino’s East truly is the deepest deep
dish there is. They’ve been around the
longest and it shows. Their sauce is
chunky and has more flavor. Everything
is made in house at the restaurant.”
“And they take their cheese very seriously,” Kyle assured us. “Cheese is gold
in the Gino’s East world. It’s an amazing
cheese product ,and there’s a lot of it.”
Gino’s East even has a new thin crust
recipe so you can come in at lunch
or late at night and get a slice (yes,
they will have pizza by the slice). It’s a
whole new grab-and-go model for the
storied local Chicago chain. You can
also get it par-baked, which means it’s
part baked, similar to take-and-bake
pizzas, and you can take it home and
put it in your oven at 400 degrees
for 20 minutes and have Gino’s East
at home. How dangerous is that?
“There’s a bunch a new things that
we’re putting out at Gino’s East and The
Comedy Bar that Dubuque is going to
get to take advantage of,” Lane says
excitedly. “Gino’s East is really expanding their brand, too. They’ve figured out
how to cook deep dish quicker. They
know people don’t like the long deep
dish wait, up to an hour. Well, they’ve
got that down to about half of that time.
They’ve got 20 locations across the
world now. We’re really interested to see
how Gino’s East and The Comedy Bar
DUBUQUE365.COM

does in a smaller market like Dubuque,
and we know if the community supports
us here, we know we can do this again
elsewhere, not just in major markets.”
“With the amazing catering and
events they already do here at this
beautiful Novelty Iron Works venue, we
are excited about combining into one
experience,” Kyle said. “Gino’s East will
become part of that catering option for
your events in addition to the Foundry
catering company that still exists for
all on-site events, and we can also
provide entertainment for your parties
and special events, which are already
booking into 2021 in this venue.”
Their product is a step above. We
talked about an elevated experience
at The Comedy Bar. That’s why Gino’s
East is the perfect partner because
they have the same philosophy. We
hope as much as Gino’s East has trusted
The Comedy Bar to provide entertainment with their brand that Dubuque
trusts both of them to bring that next
level experience to our community.
The venues will open together, tentatively eying an April launch date. So this
is not an eventual thing. It’s just a couple
of months away. If we can just survive
another winter, we’ve got a heck of a treat
awaiting us at the end of the freeze. n
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